
Under 15s win in Renfrew [posted 02/09/16] 
The Under 15s travelled to Renfrew this evening to take on thr East Renfrewshire|Renfrew 
combined side.  After the toss the combined side were batting, and Uzzi, having called wrong, 
was in the field with his side.  A quiet start that saw only 1 run scored in the first two overs, 
didn't last however as Sobo's second over went for 10 runs.  And from this juncture, a 
plethora of "4-balls" saw the combined side continue to rubble along at around 4-an-over.  In 
all six 4s were struck in addition to a top-edged 6.  And with Khan scoring 32 from just 30 
deliveries the 15s' hosts ended up posting what looked like a decent-enough total.  In their 
reduced sixteen-over allocation the combined side ended up scoring 71 for 4.  Khan was 
eventually dismissed, clean-bowled by Momin.  
  
72 to win then, and Uzzi and Sobo would open up for the 'Loc in their run-chase.  And they 
fairly raced out of the traps.  8 for 0 after one, 21 for 0 six balls later.  And so it continued, 
Uzzi finishing things in just the seventh over as the target was passed.  He finished 45 not 
out, with Sobo unbeaten on 26.  So a comfortable win, and good to get a game in as the 
season comes to its end. 
  
The Under 13s go down to defeat [posted 29/08/16] 
Clydesdale came out on top in tonight's latest Rebel Alliance versus Dark Side clash, the 
Empire's Under 13s winning comfortably in the league.  Set just 70 to win after the 'Loc had 
made 69 for 4 batting first, they romped to a nine-wicket win inside fifteen overs.  In truth 
the game was lost through an inability to rotate strike, to keep the proverbial scoreboard 
ticking over.  At both ends of the innings in fact.  The first and last five-over spells saw just 
24 runs scored, 12 in each.  The middle ten overs by contrast saw 45 runs scored.  
Frustrating.  Particularly the final five when, with lots of wickets in hand, the batters allowed 
nineteen of the 30 deliveries to be recorded as dots!  Grrrr.  With this backdrop, Sobo's 30 
not out was a beacon of light.  That said even Sobo's strike-rate was under 70.  69 for 4 it 
was though, and this was always going to be hard to defend.  
  
And the 13s couldn't do it.  But not because the bowlers were poor, just - simply - because 
they weren't defending a big enough score.  Only Moiz might be a bit disappointed with his 
economy rate, but the rest all bowled well.  Nabeel's figures were 4-1-10-1, and were the 
standout.  So, the winter project: Operation Strike Rotation.  And the project starts soon! 
  
Win for the Under 11s [posted 26/08/16] 
The Under 11s were back in action this evening after a few blank weeks due to the weather.  
And they made up for lost time with a convincing win over southside rivals, and near 
neighbours, Weirs.  Andrew was skipper on the night and after the toss elected to bowl first.  
And his bowlers gave the side the perfect start as early wickets were claimed.  Five overs in - 
and the first Weirs' pair of batters having completed their allotted overs - the score was 15 
for 3, with a wicket-a-piece for Moiz, 'Subhan and the skipper himself.  And the wickets really 
kept on falling.  By halfway six had fallen, by the three-quarters mark it was nine, and the 
final pair's fives overs saw a final three wickets claimed.  Perfectly regimented: three-three-
three-three.  How pleasing to the OCD sufferers amongst our readership.  Of the twelve 
wickets to go down, remarkably every one of the visiting batters was dismissed at least once, 
and all bar two saw the batter bowled.  The "other" dismissals saw 'Subhan hold on to a good 
grab, and Hassaan execute a smart run out at the bowler's end.  65 for 12 the final score, net 
5 under the "pairs cricket" scoring system.  
  
In reply, the 'Loc batters did their jobs just as the bowlers had: by which we mean there 
were no early wickets.  In fact not only were no early wickets, there were hardly any wickets 
at all.  Actually just the one, and it didn't come until over nineteen.  All the batters played 
sensibly, with Andrew (12*) and Hassaan (21*) the highest scorers.  However in the "pairs" 
game every batter has to do their job with wickets costing 5 runs each.  The final score 
ended up 80 for 1, so net 75, to see a good 70-run win secured.  
  
Under 15s come out on top in high-scoring match [posted 25/08/16] 



The Under 15s were in action tonight in a re-arranged Under 15 League march against 
Prestwick.  After winning the toss, Uzzi elected to bat first and would lead from the front with 
a really impressive 86 not out (65), batting through the innings after having opened with 
Sobo.  He rode his luck a little early on as McBeth and Cole bowled dangerous opening spells, 
beating the bat more than more once and finding an edge or two.  But these chances aside 
against a new ball, Uzzi batted beautifully.  His innings included fourteen 4s and was littered 
with good shots.  Now I know our regular reader is already wondering what this 
unadulterated praise is all about.  Don't worry, read on and see what happened when the 
'Loc skipper bowled!  Back to the batting: Sobo would be the only 'Loc batter dismissed when 
he mis-timed a shot to Rao at extra cover and departed for 25 (33) to bring Rambo in to join 
Uzzi.  And Rambo would play a sensational cameo, scoring 27 not out - including two 
maximums - off the eleven balls he faced.  150 for 1 was the final score in the [reduced] 
eighteen overs of the 'Loc's innings.  
  
But if the 15s thought the second innings would be a proverbial stroll in the [country] park 
they'd very quickly find out this wasn't to be the case.  Four in to the Prestwick reply and the 
visitors were already 28 for 0, with Cole going like a train.  Jamesy coming in to the attack in 
the fifth over did bring a measure of control, but this was immediately relinquished again 
when Uzzi [Ed: here we go!] decided he'd bowl over six.  It went for 18!  51 for 0 after six 
and it was game on!  Turner was giving Cole good support and the two looked well set.  That 
said of course, going at nearly "9s" for a full eighteen overs is a tough ask.  But halfway 
there, Prestwick were.....still halfway there.  74 for 9 after nine overs, and only 77 runs 
needed in the remaining nine overs to record a great win.  Then the pendulum swung.  Uzzi 
[Ed: after his second over cost 11!] tossed the ball to Sobo and over ten saw the change.  
First Turner played on, then McBeth, in at three, was bowled.  Two in four balls, and 74 for 0 
was suddenly 74 for 2.  Cole now had an even bigger task.  But he was still motoring and had 
gone passed 50.  However he just couldn't keep it going and, with Samee now in to the 
attack from the Burrell End, Cole tried to stick him into the trees only to be well caught by 
Rambo at long-on.  A good catch, and Cole out for 52 (38).  85 for 3.  From this point the 
new batters, in the gathering gloom, really struggled to het any momentum going again and 
the 'Loc change bowlers did their jobs.  In the end the 15s secured a 29-run win which, 
though sounding comfortable, really wasn't for much of the game's second half. 
  
Under 18s win at Meikleriggs [posted 22/08/16] 
The Under 18s defeated the Ferguslie|Hillhead combined team this evening at Meikleriggs, 
winning by 58 runs in a match reduced to eighteen overs-a-side.  Batting first, the 'Loc 
posted 105 for 6, with Amaan Ramzan top-scoring, batting at three, with an unbeaten half 
century.  His knock included five 4s and came from just 43 deliveries.  There was also a 
cameo 28 up-top by Ghaff' as 49 were added by the pair for the second wicket after Uzzi had 
departed early.  The other batter reaching double figures was Lewis, who scored a near-run-
a-ball 10.  
  
In reply the combined team got off to a bad start, slipping to 13 for 5 in nine overs as Ghaff' 
and Ihty put a stranglehold on their top-order.  Only Soni, batting at five, and who finished 
17 not out, got in to double figures as the side finished 59 runs short of their target.  Ghaff's 
and Ihty's combined figures were 6-1-8-1, with six other 'Loc bowlers turning their arms over. 
  
Under 18s exit the Scottish Cup after tie [posted 17/08/16] 
There are many oft'-repeated phrases used in cricket, starting with coaching even the 
youngest of players and teams.  These include, round these parts: "Play straight", "Bat the 
overs", "Every run matters", "It's a thinking game" and "Catches win matches".  And if ever 
there was a match that exemplified just how the simple and oft-repeated are actually 
relevant to winning or losing matches, tonight's defeat to the Dark Side was it.  Batting first 
the Under 18s mustered just 88, being bundled out in just 17.2 overs.  "Bat the overs"?  Eh, 
nope.  Three batters dismissed LBW.  "Play straight"?  Again, nope.  Four batters did get 
starts: Ghaff' racing to 24 (from just nineteen balls) before, inexplicably, leaving a delivery 
from Anderson that went straight on: out LBW.  CJ made a run-a-ball 13 before chipping a 



catch to mid-off.  Ihty was run out after getting to 20 (21 balls), taking on Mohammad's arm 
from long-off,.....and failing after good work at the stumps by Dhami.  And Rambo, like CJ, 
decided to give mid-off catch practice by chipping to Ahmad having got to 18.  Lob in four 
ducks and it was a batting display to shake your head at.  89 to win then for the visitors from 
Toytown. 
  
But it wouldn't be plain sailing for the Crossmyloof kids either.  33 for 4 in the seventh over 
didn't bode well, Ahmad, Ul Haq, Kakar and Ashraf all "back in the hutch".  Maybe an unlikely 
home win would be secured.  And as Ahmed-Raza and Aliyan kept a lid on the run-rate after 
Adil's and Ihty's fiery opening spells, the required run-rate [Ed: though never particularly 
high] did start to creep up.  Sajjad and Dhami however stabilised things - at least from a 
wickets point of view - and would add 43 for the fifth wicket.  However Dhami, who'd 
eventually top-score with 34 (50), was dropped by Adil at point when he was struggling to 
rotate the strike.  A life.  "Catches win matches".  But the chance went down.  Roberto was in 
to the attack at this stage and was proving hard to get away as ever.  Ihty confirmed 
everything was under control as regards the bowlers and the pendulum started - ever so 
slightly - to swing in the 'Loc's direction.  Sajjad was blocking balls and Dhami was playing 
and missing [Ed: an entire Ghaffar over having been played-and-missed-at by Dhami].  
Thirteen overs gone in the 'Dale reply and they were 52 for 4.  37 needed from seven overs.  
Ihty then decided he'd come back on.  But over fourteen cost 10!  Pendulum swinging back.  
Roberto on again from the Cart End: over fifteen sees only 5 scored.  6 come from over 
sixteen from Aliyan.  And then Adil's final over - over seventeen - costs just 2.  14 needed 
from eighteemn balls.  But, wait, that's Ahmed-Raza bowling over eighteen!?!  He's got only 
one left, and Rob's got two.  Who's going to bowl the last two??  But no need to worry 
surely, Ihty said he had it sussed out.  Relax.  And, anyway, over eighteen has drama: just 1 
run scored and a wicket!  Sajjad innings is ended as he's bowled for 12 (33) by Gary.  13 
needed now, and there are twelve balls to bowl.  Question to the skipper: who's bowling over 
twenty?  Answer: Owais.  Follow up question: why didn't Rob' bowl eighteen and twenty and 
Ahmed-Raza nineteen?  Answer: ah.....ehm.....didn't think of that!  "It's a thinking game".  As 
it was Owais was needed to bowl the last six balls.  8 needed, or 7 if the batting side wasn't 
bowled out.  2.  1.  1 and a run out.  Half the over gone and the equation was 3 from three.  
A leg bye.  Now it was 2 from two.  Ball five: wicket!  Ihty with the direct-hit run out!  Last 
ball.  2 to win.  Owais bowls and the ball is hit to long-off, where it's collected but the throw's 
high and off target.  2 runs scampered and it's Dark Side defeat for the 'Loc.  For the 
neutral.....actually for the partisan!....it was a thriller that swung one way then the other all 
the way through.  Good hard cricket where the bowlers were largely on top.  For the 'Loc 
they'll likely they feel they threw it away given they didn't use sixteen deliveries, and every 
one of the side could likely have found that 1 run to make the difference.  Indeed, "Every run 
matters"!  Well done to Clydesdale for holding their nerves, and to skipper Dhami whose 2-1-
4-1, catch, two run outs,  and 34 in the second innings, was the standout individual 
performance on the night.  
  
The Under 18s win by 232 runs [posted 15/08/16] 
The Under 18s simply blew away the Kilmarnock|Prestwick combined side this evening down 
in Ayrshire as 250 for 4 beat 18 for 7 [Ed: in effect "all out" as the last opposition batters 
didn't bat.  The Loc's mammoth total included 125 form Owais and 77 not out from the in-
form Ihty.  Contrast with Uzzi's luck on the night: out LBW, first ball, opening with Ghaff'.  
Owais's and Ihty's 168-run partnership was full of big shots, Owais hitting twelves 4s and six 
6s; Ihty six 4s and five 6s.  Three balls were used as the wee red spherical object was 
despatched in to gardens and gorse bushes in a decent display of bunting.  Then in the 
second innings the combined team mustered just 18 runs as Ahmed-Raza and Aliyan ran 
through the batting line-up.  Aliyan finished with a "3-for", and Ahmed-Raza went one better. 
  
Under13s slump at home [posted 15/08/16] 
The East Renfrewshire|Renfrew combined side was the opposition for the Under 13s this 
evening at Shawholm.  Batting first the 'Loc got off to a poor start when Abdul being run out 
for just 1, and the side losing its first wicket in just the second over: 8 for 1.  Sobo - who'd 



opened with Abdul - then added more than 30 with Zakir, with the former the heavier scorer.  
And Sobo would eventually retire having passed 30.  Then with the score having moved on to 
44 Samee became the second batter dismissed, also run out!  Out for a duck.  Three mini-
partnerships would then ensue after Zakir was third out just a run later, adjudged LBW for 
10, and the side had slipped to 45 for 3.  11 were added by Nabeel and Daayum, then 16 by 
Abdullah and Daayum, and - finally - 26 by Momin and Dayyum.  The common denominator?  
Daayum.  And though he would go big himself, he was the glue in the middle order.  The 
innings then petered out late on as a flurry of wickets took the score from 100 for 6 to 103 
for 9.  End of innings with Sobo retired.  
  
103 was a defendable total, and with the combined side's top three batters each scoring 3, 
the 'Loc were odds-on winners,.....until the wides started.....and never stopped.  Incredibly 
41 runs were gifted in wides, with wides far-and-away ending up the combined side's 
"highest scorer".  There was also 32 not out from their number four, however with every 
other batter who got to the middle scoring 8 or less, without the Under 13s' generosity the 
result would, quite simply, have been reversed.  Poor discipline then from the bowlers,.....all 
of them, as all nine who rolled their arms overs conceded at least 2 runs in wides.  Sloppy.  
But hopefully (?!?) lesson learned. 
  
Under 13s win at West  [posted 08/08/16] 
The Under 13s secured a 50-run win over at Hamilton Crescent this evening, defending their 
total of 132 for 5 with some ease.  The competitive total owed much to two innings - Sobo's 
blistering 30 from just eleven balls at the start of the innings, and Abdul's unbeaten 30 that 
saw him face 55 balls, albeit his knock was just as important.  Around these two there was 
plenty scurrying of singles as five wickets went down, and West were generous in the amount 
of extras gifted to the 'Loc.  132 for 5.  
  
In their reply, the home batters started carefully, and in truth never really threatened to 
chase down the six-and-a-half runs-an-over needed to secure the win.  But in saying this two 
home batters did compile decent individual scores: McCall (28) and Walker (23) both making 
good contributions, and facing well over half the innings between them.  McCall's knock was 
a curious mix of impressive bunting and the tentative poking, prodding and playing-and-
missing, whilst Walker scored most of his runs backward of square on the leg side.  McCall 
also must've taken guard on as many occasions as Abdul faced deliveries [Ed: i.e. a lot!], and 
has the most eccentric and drawn-out pre-delivery routine that your scribe has witnessed.  
Quirky.  Back to the game though: for the 'Loc Zakir took a brace of wickets and there were 
two run outs executed, Daayum and Nabeel taking the credits for them.  82 for 5 was the 
final score, and it was a 50-run win for the 13s who bounced back from the reverse at 
Glenpark a week previously.  
  
Combined team seen off [posted 01/08/16] 
With many of the experienced Under 18s unavailable, it was pleasing to see the side record a 
good home win over the Greenock|Helensburgh combined side this evening at Shawholm.  
Batting first the 18s - led by skipper Adil - posted 151 for 3.  Adil himself scored 49 [Ed: don't 
mention the miss-count by his team-mates!], with CJ notching up another half century, and 
Jonny a useful unbeaten 26.  For the visitors, aside Chambers' 4-0-19-1, none of the rest of 
the bowlers escaped with an economy rate of less than 7.5 as the 18s' posted their big 
score.  
  
In the second innings, the bowlers eventually came out on top.  The combined side got off to 
a decent start, Briggs (25) and Chambers (31) giving their side a decent start.  In fact the 
breakthrough wouldn't come until the twelfth over, Briggs being trapped LBW by Abdullah 
who'd been brought in to the attack.  And it'd prove to be his night from this juncture.  
Ending up with a "4-for", Abdullah was grateful - as were the other bowlers who took wickets 
- to the 'Loc fielders catching.  No fewer than seven batters would be dismissed caught out, 
Amaan and Jonny both holding on to three catches.  The other - the ninth - combined team 



wicket saw CJ stump Caskie.  86 for 9 was the combined side's final score, their innings really 
going in to freefall after Briggs' and Chambers' departures; 61 for 0 becoming 86 for 9.  
  
Under 13s go down, down the Clyde [posted 01/08/16] 
A young Under 13s side that was without Sobo, Abdyl and Zakir went down to a ten-wicket 
defeat at Glenpark this evening.  And though this sounds like a thumping, in fact it reflects 
more on the professional batting of Greenock's openers than it does a poor batting show 
from the 13s or a shocker of a bowling performance.  In fact batting first the 'Loc youngsters 
had posted the perfectly creditable score of 86 for 4, with Hassaan, Nabeel and Samee all 
getting in to double figures.  However though 86 is by far not the worst total you'll see in 
Under 13 cricket, on a very fast outfield and good wicket, it likely reads as higher than in 
reality it was.  If there was a critique to be made of the 'Loc's innings it's likely that the last 
five overs didn't really produxce the required late innings runs.  Fifteen overs in, the side 
were sitting nicely on 70 for 2.  However after Daayum was dismissed in over sixteen the 
run-rate simply ground to a halt.  Only 4 runs were scored off the bat in overs seventeen to 
twenty, with Moiz and Danny struggling to rotate strike.  And so what looked like maybe 
reaching three figures with a quarter of the innings to go, petered out to "just" a reasonable 
total.  87 to win therefore for the home side.  
  
And the run-chase proved straight-forward for Greenock with their openers, the Fischer-
Keogh brothers, knocking off the runs in just thirteen overs.  Both ended up 24 not out.  For 
the 13s - and again looking for the pluses and minuses - there were good bowling 
performances from Moiz (2-1-5-0) and Samir (2-0-5-0), whereas the extras count - ending up 
at 39 - was too high.  So a defeat, but no disgrace, and useful experience for many of the 
youngsters in the absence of their more experienced team-mates. 
   
Under 15s fall short chasing 93 [posted 29/07/16] 
[Note: as ever, all scores at Toytown have been halved to assist understanding and context] 
The Under 15s went down to defeat at Titwood tonight, losing by 31.5 runs chasing 93 to 
beat their hosts.  In the field first, the 'Loc got off to the brest possible start, Sobo cleaning 
up Farid with the scoreboard still showing 0.  However a second wicket didn't then follow 
quickly, 21 being added before Shinwarti was bowled by Rambo.  Then the key partnership 
as 45 were added for the third wicket, with number four Cairns (34.5*) playing the key part 
from the moment he arrived in the middle.  He'd bat with three other batters as the runs kept 
coming, and only in the final five overs or so did more wickets fall.  However the wickets that 
did fall were more the result of the home side's appetite to accumulate as many runs as they 
could as it was due to the 'Loc's bowlers making in-roads.  The final three wickets to fall 
came about by way of run out, Sobo, Jamesy and Abdul the executers.  192.5 the final score, 
93 to win.  
  
To chase 93 would need a positive start, and - likely - and as in the first innings - a couple of 
batters to "make a score", and meaningful partnerships to be formed.  However - like the 
scores in this report - only half was achieved.  Uzzi, with an unbeaten 33* (52), could claim 
he did his job, but none of the other batters could stay with him, only Rambo with 12 (23) 
flattering to deceive early on.  However his double-figure score turned out to be unique, with 
no other batter managing more than 1.5.  In fact had extras not totalled 18, the 'Loc's final 
tally of 61 might've been much lower. 
  
So defeat, but still some encouragement: Uzzi's knock and Sobo's bowling.  Not capitulating 
chasing such an imposing target is also worth highlighting.  However, and notwithstanding 
how young many of the 15s are, learning how to rotate strike is something the side will have 
to learn quickly.  Aside Uzzi's better-than-a-run-a-ball score, none of the others had a strike-
rate better than 27.  And therein is the challenge.  
  
* p.s. don't worry Uzzi, 66* has been added to the Junior Honours Board! 
  
Dark Side defeat for the Under 11s [posted 29/07/16] 
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The Under 11s suffered another tough night at the office, going down at Shawholm by a 
whopping 126 runs to local rivals Clydesdale.  Batting first, the usually fatal error of losing 
wickets proved just that.  Seven were lost in total, meaning that the 47 runs scored ended up 
as net 12 under the "pairs cricket" scoring system.  Four 'Loc batters did end up not out - The 
Butt brothers, Cammie and Moiz.  However with rotating the strike proving as apparently 
unlikely as a lottery win, the runs scored had a decent dollop of extras.  Standouts with the 
bat were, likely, the more experienced batters: Hassaan, Moiz and Devraj.  To the second 
innings..... 
  
In direct contrast to the 'Loc 11s, the Dark Side's batters scored boundaries at will, even 
stroking the customary Under 11 no ball trundlers to the boundary to see a veritable bounty 
of 5s added to the total.  Gould top-scored with an unbeaten 31, whilst Koteeswaran ran him 
close with 23 not out.  Two other batters also made double figures, whilst with the ball in 
hand Hassaan's 4-1-7-0 were the standout figures.  
  
The Under 15s have to chase just 22 to beat East Renfrewshire|Renfrew [posted 
22/07/16] 
Older readers [ed: are there any readers?!?] might remember an Under 13 scorecard from 
May 2006 that saw Renfrew bowled out for just 3.  Well tonight the East 
Renfrewshire|Renfrew combined side weren't skittled for that low a score, but all out 21 still 
ranks as one of the lowest seen at Shawholm.  And to add to the Keystone Cops-type goings 
on, there were four run outs as the visitors struggled to post anything approaching a 
defendable total.  But let's not be too smug here people, cricket's got a funny way of biting 
you in the bottom when you start to get cocky.  So let's leave it as the combined side's 
batters just having "one of those nights", whilst the 15s' bowling and fielding was good 
enough.  The run-chase, such as it was, doesn't really need much of a write up, save to say 
that the 22 needed were quickly scored.  
  
Pleasingly, given it was a good night, it was agreed to continue play after the last of the 
combined side's eight players had been dismissed in the first innings, thereby providing a 
higher theoretical target for the 'Loc's batters to chase, and ensuring as many players as 
possible got in to the action.  
  
Under 11s go down at Woodfarm [posted 22/07/16] 
The Under 11s lost again this evening in the league, this time falling to defeat to East 
Renfrewshire at Woodfarm Pavilion.  The 11s batted first, and the season's "problem" of 
losing too many wickets, despite a few batters scoring heavily, was added to by a couple of 
instances of "mankading" by the home side's youngsters, Hassaan being "run out" twice as a 
result.  The end result was a net total of just 13, being 63 for 10 in "old money".  Defending 
this would need tight bowling, but also wicket-taking.  The latter happened - particularly 
Hassaan, who returned the great figures of 4-2-2-4!  However the younger bowlers again 
struggled to bowl legitimate deliveries and there was no fewer than 35 runs leaked in no balls 
(three+ bounces) and wides.  Never easy to win after that.  And so it proved as East 
Renfrewshire's batters celebrated as if they'd won the World Cup as the 10-run [Ed: or two-
"mankading"!] margin of victory was secured.  
  
Stennie take the win points, as the Under 13s slump at The Tryst [posted 18/07/16] 
The Under 13s went down to their first league defeat of the season tonight at The Tryst, 
losing - comprehensively - by 55 runs to hosts Stenhousemuir.  In the field first, the 13s 
conceded a whopping 38 runs in wides as Stenhousemuir posted 118 for 7.  Jamesy did his 
part in trying to stem the runs, and slow down Stennie, with 3 for 13, all three batters he got 
out being bowled.  Samee's 4-0-17-1 bowling figures were also perfectly acceptable, as was 
Ubaid-Raza's 3-0-10-1.  However the other figures weren't so hot, with only Abdul knowing 
how he conceded 10 runs in wides in his foyur overs!  [Ed: when did Abdul get a bowling 
licence?]  118 it was though, and so the Under 13s needed 119 to win.  
  



But chasing the required runs was never really on after scored fewer runs than he'd bowled 
wides at the top of the order, and only one batter - Hassaan - got past 10.  Ouch!  63 for 9 
was the final total as, in truth, Stennie's bowlers dominated the second half of this match.  
For the home side Davie Drysdale was the standout performer, taking a "4-for".  
  
Under 18s secure second league win [posted 11/07/16] 
The Under 18s made the trip along the M74 to Bothwell Castle Policies, to take on the East 
Kilbride|Uddingston combined side this evening in the league.  After the toss the side were 
batting first, CJ and Amaan Ali opening up for them.  The two openers batted positively from 
the off, seeing off East Kilbride's "Overseas Amateur's" opening spell without any undue 
concern and racing to 54 for 0 after just seven overs.  Both were striking the ball nicely 
enough, and the running between the sticks was good enough.  However with the score 
having reached 69, the pair were separated: Amaan being bowled by Dunlop for 28 (29).  
This brought Ghaff' to the middle to join CJ and these two put on another 35 before 
CJ departed for a better-than-a-run-a-ball 43, bowled by Coetzee who'd come back in to the 
attack.  However the South African couldn't stem the runs and Beast and Ghaff' added 37 in 
four overs for the third wicket, the latter departing cpourtesy of a stumping by Clarke off 
Meikle's bowling.  141 for 3 then became 145 for 4 as Rambo holed out in the deep, and then 
153 for 5, and 157 for 6, as new batters looked to scramble late order runs.  157 for 6 it 
would be come the end of the twentieth over, and the 'Loc's hosts would need nearly 8-an-
over for the win. 
  
Ghaff' and Ahmed-Raza, however, restricted the combined side's openers - Clarke and 
Rajmohan - and they were never really up with the required run-rate.  And as that required 
rate rose, so wickets came.  Ahmed-Raza made the initial breakthrough getting rid of 
Rajmohan, before Uzzi then took a "3-for", disposing of Clarke, Safi and Edmond.  In 
amongst this Jonny picked up the wicket of Coetzee, courstesy of a good low catch by Amaan 
Ali.  108 for 5 was the host's eventual final tally, and the 'Loc had a 49-run win. 
  
Under 15s exit cup to Carlton [posted 03/07/16] 
The Under 15s were bundled, unceremoniously, out of the Scottish Cup today on a damp, 
dank even, morning at Shawholm.  To the victors the spoils they say, and in this instance the 
victors were Carlton.  The Edinburgh side was restricted to 113 for 5 batting first, with Uzzi 
(4-0-10-2) and Sobo (4-0-12-1) the pick of the bowlers, Hassaan (2-0-6-0), still an Under 11, 
also proving economical.  However chasing 114 to win was very quickly a forlorn task as Uzzi 
was adjudged leg-before by the visiting umpire, ball #1 of the reply, and Rambo nicked off to 
Johnston for 11 (9) when looking in decent touch.  Sobo (11), the only other 'Loc youngster 
to get in to double-digits, offered some resistance, but it was eventually in vain as the rest of 
the 'card took on a look of binary code.  Four ducks, and two 1s tell their own story, a 
miserable 41 all out the eventual "18"-rated scoresheet.  Ouch.  We've got the scorecard 
online, as well as updated statistics. 
  
Dark Side defeated on matchday one [posted 27/06/16] 
The Under 18 League schedule handed the 'Loc a tough opening day fixture, with the Dark 
Side the visitors to Shawholm tonight.  But as it turned out, the game would see a relatively 
straight-foreward win for the 18s after the 'Dale were bundled out for just 78 after being put 
in by Beast.  And the wickets started falling almost from the start: Ihty's opening over saw 
him dismiss Ul Haq and Sajjad in his first four legitimate deliveries.  [Ed: the word 
"legitimate" being apt here too, given the club's extras curse again struck tonight, with 14 
runs in wides included within that first innings total of just 78.]  Anyway back to the start.  
After Sajjad had been trapped LBW, and the 'Dale were 0 for 2, a heavy shower saw played 
suspended for around fifteen minutes.  But the shower passed by and play resumed.  Opener 
Ahmad would be the only batter who hung around for any length of time, and he'd anchor 
the innings, batting through, such as it was, ending up 37 not out.  Only one other batter 
faced more than ten balls as wickets fell at regular intervals, and all bar one saw the batter 
either bowled (six) or adjudged LBVW (three).  The other - a direct-hit run out by Aliyan - 
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saw Dhami dismissed.  In all five Dark Side batters failed to trouble the scorers, and it was 79 
to win.  
  
For the 'Loc it's probably fair to say that it was their two slow slow left-armers - Ahmed-Raza 
and Harris - that secured the low target, their middle overs strangling the 'Dale batters, 
combining to return figures of 8-0-24-4.  Aliyan was reasonably economical, though went 
wicket-less, Ihty made the all-important early breakthroughs but in truth bowled erratically, 
and the skipper combined the good, the bad and the ugly as he returned 3-0-27-3.  So still 
plenty to improve on with the ball as regards consistency, and in the field there's still 
improvements to be made too. 
  
The run-chase was fairly straight-forward.  No early wickets fell, which likely prevented any 
momentum switch from taking place, and though Rambo would be dismissed in the sixth 
over, CJ (41*) and Owais (23*) saw the side home with just under seven overs to spare.  
  
A good win as regards the result then, and some "good in parts" play, but still greater 
consistency of performance to be aimed for and achieved from the group.  
  
Straight-forward win for the Under 15s at home [posted 24/06/16] 
Sobo (23*) and Uzzi (15*) stroked an unbeaten 48-run partnership, in just six overs, to see 
the Under 15s complete the most straight-forward of regulation run-chases at Shawholm this 
evening.  Visiting side, the Greenock|Helensburgh combined team, had been bowled out for 
just 47 batting first to set the low second innings target.  And the Shah Bros. made it look 
simple.   
  
The low target owed much to the bowling unit's performance, but also the 'Loc's fielding 
effort - three run outs were executed whixch reflects the latter point.  Nabeel took home the 
biggest haul of combined team wickets with his "3-for", but it's fair to sayb that none of 
bowlers really had a bad night.  For the combined side only Caskie, with 25 batting at six, can 
likely feel they contributed, the next biggest contributor to the total being extras with 9, four 
batters failing to trouble the scorers. 48 for 0 beats 47 all out therefore, and the two sides do 
it all again in seven days time through a quirk of the fixture scheduling! 
  
Under 11s lose at Albert Park [posted 24/06/16] 
A young and inexperienced Under 11 side came out on the wrong side of a 14-run margin of 
victory in tonight's southside derby over in Newlands, as Weirs won by that margin.  In the 
field first there was a decent bowling bowling performance from Cammy on debut, taking 1 
for 25 in his four overs.  But the standout bowling figures came from usual 'keeper Andrew, 
who returned figures of 4-1-8-3 that saw him grab three of the four home wickets to fall.  
Weirs eventually scored 87 for 4, seeing their net score - under the "pairs" cricket scoring 
method - end up on net 67.  
  
The batting in the run-chase really fell in to two categories: the perfectly okay and the really 
quite good. Qasim, Bilal and Cammy were in the former category for example, with Andrew 
(16*) and Moiz (21*) very deginitely in the latter.  Moiz in particular played some delicious 
shots off his legs, and a clipped shot of his pads must've landed just before the rope given it 
wasn't signalled a maximum!  Well batted those two guys.  But it wasn't enough as we've 
said, and Weirs deservedly ran out winners, by those 41 runs. 
  
Under 13 cup defeat to the Dark Side [posted 22/06/16] 
Clydesdale took a 2-1 lead in cup matches with the 'Loc Under 13s this evening beating the 
Under 13s by six wickets in the Scottish Cup.  On a pleasant night at the old ground, the 'Loc 
batted first, with Sobo (33*) leading from the front.  However he didn't get any much-needed 
support from other than Zakir (17), as five batters failed to get off the mark - Abdul, Samee, 
Hassaan, Momin and Ubaif-Raza - and the dot ball count was 72.  Ouch!  For the Dark Side 
Faisan Rauf returned the standout figures with 4 for 9.  With 19 runs in extras at least 



boosting the 13s' total, 77 was eventually posted.  In truth though, barring a Clydesdale 
collapse, it was never likely to be enough.  
  
In their reply, the Empire's batters started similarly steadily, and lost an early wicket as 
Koteeswaran was run out without facing a ball.  9 for 1 after three was a decent start of the 
'Loc, but just the one wicket didn't suggest a collapse was a-coming.  Then when Hassaan, 
Abdul and Momin (2) all grassed catches it was clear that the 13s weren't going to play their 
parts in creating one!  None of the bowlers bowled poorly, and the extras count was low.  
However there just wasn't the support in the field with too many 'Loc fielders failing to do the 
basics well, and - more generally - looking pretty deflated.  Three other wickets were picked 
up, with Sobo taking a good low diving catch to get rid of Coburn, and Jamesy and Hassaan 
taking a wicket each.  But that first innings' batting failure was always going to be the 
decider.  And it was: Clydesdale reaching their target in the fifteenth over.  
  
Good win for the Under 13s against Ferguslie [posted 20/06/16] 
The Under 13s were back in league action this evening, hosting Ferguslie on a pleasantly 
warm summer's evening.  The visitors were short of a full eleven players and so their eight 
were augmented by two 'Loc fielders in the first innings after the Under 13s were batting 
first.  Sobo and Zakir opened for the side, and both would punish any wayward deliveries that 
came their way, and raced to retirements.  Sobo scored an unbeaten 32 (23), whilst Zakir 
scored 1 run more, but took five more balls to do so.  Abdul was batting at three, and he - 
like the openers - would get to 30 and retire, his 31 coming off just fifteen balls.  This left 
time for Nabeel to play a really good innings, that saw him finish 24 not out (21 balls), in 
partnership with Ubaid (5*) who, arguably, stroked the best two cover drives of the night!  
173 for 4, and more than decent target set.  
  
And Ferguslie got off to the worst possible start as Mahapatra was bowled first ball by Sobo 
in their reply.  This brought Ahmad and Logan together, but these two would only add 11 
before the latter was out caught and bowled by Jamesy.  Glassford, the next batter, did 
however give Ahmad support, and they added 44 together in eleven overs, Ahmad the 
aggressor, hitting three 4s.  But they were eventually split up, Ahmad caught by Danny 
behind the stumps.  Their separation sparked a collapse, Ferguslie slumping from 55 for 2 to 
61 for 6.  Hassaan was the main wicket-taker and would end up with 3 for 7, Zakir also 
helping himself to two wickets as nine bowlers were used.  The visitors' innings was then 
ended, on 70, when Zakir dismissed Glassford with another caught and bowled.  A win by 
103 runs. 
  
Under 13s take third place [posted 19/06/16] 
The Under 13s took part in the ECB Cup Finals Day at Inverleith today, losing to Grange in 
the semi-final before - on run-rate as rain the match short - beating Forfarshire in the 3rd/4th 
play-off.  The first semi-final was pretty one-sided as Grange posted 129 for 6, a total the 
'Loc youngsters never really threatened with only Sobo (20*) getting in to double figures.  
However the 3rd/4th place play-off against Forfarshire saw a much more competitive 
performance put in as, batting first, the Under 13s posted 121 for 8 before reducing 
Forfarshire to 13 for 5 in five overs to see a "match" played and securing the win on old-
fashioned straight-forward run-rate.  Sobo had again top-scored with 27, and there were 
useful contributions from Zakir (24), Samee (10) and Nabeel (10).  Then in the Forfarshire 
reply Sobo took all five wickets to fall, the last three a hat-trick!  Well bowled sir. 
  
Under 15s win back-to-back [posted 17/06/16] 
After last night's good win at Ayr in the Scottish Cup, the Under 15s were back down the M77 
- this time at Prestwick on league business - this evening.  Again batting first, the story of 
tonight's big first innings total of 140 wasn't a steady start, or even a few good contributions 
and partnerships.  No, it was really all down to one of the more destructive innings you'll see 
this season.  Amaan smashed the home bowlers all round HTO, hitting nine 4s and seven 6s 
en route to 98.  This after the side had struggled early on, losing Uzzi first ball, and Sobo (8) 
shortly afterwards.  With no other batter - of the eight who made it to the middle - scoring 



more than 8 (!), Rambo's 98 stands out like a very standy-outy-thing.  And it'd been a ton 
had he not unluckily found long-off on the pemultimate delivery of the innings, to depart 2 
shy of his century.  Really well batted Amaan, and commiserations on missing out on a 
hundred.  141 to win then for the home side.  
  
Key in defending a decent score is not to let the oppo' get a sniff of chasing it down.  Key to 
that are the opening bowlers.  Uzzi and Sobo were charged with opening up for the 15s, and 
they did their jobs.  As did the change bowlers, Ehsan in particular - bowling in tandem with 
Nabeel - tying down the Prestwick batters.  And Nabeel was in the wickets too, bowling both 
Prestwick's biggest batting threats, Cole and Turner.  Ehsan's three overs cost just 10 runs, 
and when Rambo came on after taking a catch he completed a really good all-round 
performance by returning figures of 4-0-12-1.  And as the run-rate required went up so the 
risks batters took increased - with the consequence as so often happens that wickets fall.  
Aside Nabeel's two, and Amaan's wicket, there was one a-piece for the Shah brothers, with 
the other dismissal coming by way of run out. Prestwick would eventually finish their innings 
on 103 for 6, Rao unbeaten on 33.  A win by 37 runs for the Under 15s. 
  
Under 15s progress in the Scottish Cup [posted 16/06/16] 
The Under 15s managed - despite some pretty grim weather, and a plethora of midges - to 
get their previously-postponed Scottish Cup tie with Ayr played this evening down at New 
Cambusdoon.  Batting first in steady drizzle, Uzzi and Sobo gave the side the perfect base to 
post a big score with a couple of 50s.  Both guys played well, and offered their hosts no 
chances as they each progressed to retirements.  Uzzair arguably was more aggressive as his 
seven 4s to Sobo's five might suggest, but Sobo batted with no less panache [Ed: go look it 
up kids!].  And after the brothers had departed - and Rambo had been bowled by a good 
delivery from Hall - Abdul chipped in with a cameo 12 not out from just six deliveries.  The 
final score: 140 for 2, the other wicket being the result of a bizarre mix-up between Abdul 
and Zakir as they thought an Abdul cover drive had gone for 4 and so stopped to chat mid-
wicket only to see Hall take the return throw at the bowlers end and duly run out the nearer 
batter: Zakir.  Shambles.  But it didn't detract from the 7-an-over total posted.  
  
141 to win then.  And Ayr got off to decent reply with Puskar Bhandari leading the run-
chase.  However he'd eventually be dismissed for a better-than-run-a-ball 35, to leave others 
to try and get the home side across the finish line.  But though Lynch (23) and Simpson 
(33*) tried their best, neither could really get on top of the bowling, and as a result their side 
was always slipping behind the required run-rate.  As it was Ayr lost just the three wickets - 
Murray and Lynch joining Bhandari back in the pavilion - en route to their eventual 112 for 3 
that saw the Under 15s complete a 28-run win.  Stand-out bowlers for the 15s were Rambo 
(4-0-14-0) and Ehsan (4-1-16-1), whose economy rates were the main reasons Ayr never 
really got their noses in front.  
  
Next up in the competition for the 15s is Carlton, at home. 
  
15s secure a double over Ayr on the night [posted 10/06/16] 
With the Under 11s winning at New Cambusdoon this evening, the Under 15s managed to 
make it a Friday double as they saw off the challenge of Ayr too, in their case at Shawholm.  
Ayr batted first and posted 110 for 5, thanks in the main to Bhandari's 31.  Lynch's 21 is also 
worthy of a mention too, with Nabeel taking two of the five wickets to fall.  In fact - save for 
the 'Loc disease that is wide bowling, and there were 10 in this match - the 15s' bowlers all 
returned pretty reasonable figures.  Then in their ultimately successful run-chase, Uzzair (30) 
and Rambo (40*) put on the bulk of the runs in their second-wicket partnership after Sobo 
departed early, and cheaply.  Then after Uzzair was second out, and Zakir and Ehsan came-
and-went in quick succession, there was a wee cameo 21 not out from Abdul, at a run-a-ball, 
to assist Amaan get the side across the line.  And this they did, with two overs in hand, just 
the four wickets down.  A good win.  
  
Under 11s beat Ayr [posted 10/06/16] 



The Under 11s bounced back from a couple of heavy defeats to record a 50-run win over Ayr 
this evening, down at New Cambusdoon.  Batting first the youngsters benefitted from some 
wayward home bowling, as well as showing much-improved decision-making and defensive 
qualities as they scored 97 for the loss of just the three wickets.  And one of those wickets to 
fall was a tad unlucky as Moiz was caught in the deep by Kerr.  A top catch from a skier.  
Unluckly Moiz.  The innings also owed much to Hassaan's late bunting, and Devraj's 
scurrying.  Hassaan struck an unbeaten 29, including five 4s, whilst Devraj's 7 was at a run-a-
ball.  Together as the last pair to took the 'Loc youngsters' total from 51 for 3 to 97 for 3 by 
the end of over twenty.  A top effort.  And pleasingly much improved from seven days 
previously.  Then in defending their total, the side bowled well, and executed three good run 
outs to see Ayr lose no fewer than ten wickets.  Spearheading the wicket-taking was Callum 
who ended up with a "4-for" with his slow right arm bowling.  He also managed to get a run 
out too, to give him a kind of "5-for",.....of sorts.  The other wickets were taken by Moiz, 
Devraj and Bilal. 
  
Under 13s secure Finals Day berth [posted 09/06/16] 
The Under 1q3s won down at New Cambusdoon this evening in the quarter-finals of the 
ECB Cup.  The win - by 13 runs in a tightly-contested match - sees the side progress to 
Sunday's Finals Day at the Stewart Melville Sports Ground in Edinburgh this Sunday, where 
they'll play Grange in the semi-final.  Tonigh'ts win came after the youngsters successfully 
defended 108 for 9, with Nabeel taking a "4-for" [Ed: including two "caught & bowled's"].  
The first first innings total had centered on Sobo's unbeaten 33, with useful contributions 
from Abdul (11), Zakir (12) and Samee (10) who all got in to double figures.  However, that 
said, all should be disappointed they didn't "go on" after making starts.  For Ayr, Faulkner 
took 3 for 22, as most of the bowlers bowled reasonably.  Some of the ground fielding 
might've frustrated the home Coach, and likely - in a tight gamn - was the ultimate difference 
between the sides.  
  
And so to the second innings which saw a really exemplary fielding display frrom Daayum.  
Fielding at mid-wicket he quite literally stopped everything, including a number of properly hit 
shots that, had he not been there, would've seen boundary 4s scored.  But he was there, and 
he did stop the ball.  Well done.  Nabeel's "4-for" has already been mention, and his tow 
catches were as important.  However it'd been Jamesy who set the ball rolling so to speak, 
bowling Simpson and then getting number three, Ashman, to nick off to Abdul.  But all the 
players asked to roll their arms over did so well.  And so when the final ball of over 40 of the 
match was bowled, the home side were 13 runs short of their 109-run target and it was the 
'Loc who are Edinburgh-bound. 
  
Barely believable! [posted 03/06/16] 
For once this headline's not about some aspect of a 'Loc team's failings on a night, rather it's 
the reaction to the Under 15s winning by 117 runs at New Anniesland this evening, just three 
weeks since Glasgow Accies beat them at Shawholm.  How is that possible?  The 15s batted 
first this evening, with all batters either retiring - Sobo (51*), Uzzair (52*) and Rambo (54*) - 
or being not out come the end of the innings - Zakir (11*) and Ehsan (6*).  189 for 0 was the 
whopping total posted, all the batters scoring at comfortably more than a run-a-ball, Amaan's 
54 coming about as a result of some particularly brutal hitting - 54 from 25 balls, and 
including seven 4s and three 6s.  #BOOM 
  
The run-chase by the home side never really threatened to see the northsiders home, and en 
route to making 72 for 5, there were wickets for Sobo (2) and Jamesy (1), with two run outs 
thrown in.  Mention, too, of Nabeel, who took two catches, both off Sobo's bowling. Sobo 
arguably had the standout night, his unbeaten 51 being added to by his figures of 4-1-9-2 
and executing a run out to get rid of Dalton.  So at last a big performance from the Under 
15s, and hopefully this kick-starts their season.  
  
Clatter of early wickets costs Under 11s dear [posted 03/06/16] 



The Under 11s lost out by 26 runs this evening to Kilmarnock who were the visitors to 
Shawholm on [yet!] another gloriously warm summer's evening.  The loss really stemmed 
from an ability to keep out the straight ball from Kilmarnock's bowlers, combined with two or 
three really smart catches by the Ayrshire club's youngsters.  This combo saw six wickets fall 
in the first pair - the Rana brothers getting into all sorts of bother from the get-go.  All chat 
of playing straight and defending the good ball had clearly been discarded by the 11s' 
opening batters en route to the middle.  And given the side were batting second and chasing 
net 65, being -30 in the first four overs wasn't really condicive to a win being the eventual 
outcome.  And so it proved, though Andrew's (27*) and Hassaan's (20*) late batting 
fireworks very nearly saw the side to a hugely improbable win.  Oh for just a bit more caution 
being shown "early doors".  And Hassaan can lay claim to a MOTM performance given his 
bowling figures of 4-1-8-3 in the first half, numbers that could even have been better still 
given the number of times he beat the bat.  
  
Kilmarnock's batters though only succumbed five times in their twenty overs, the harsh reality 
being that the 'Loc scored much more heavily off the bat, they just couldn't stop gifting -5 
runs back to their opponents along the way.  Never a smart plan in "pairs cricket"!  So back-
to-back defeats, but all is not doom and gloom for this much less experienced group of young 
players.  Hassaan again showed his all-round potential, Andrew's knock was impressive and 
in the two young Rana brothers there is definitely bowling potential, with Momin yet again 
standing up to the tests posed for him at this first hardball level.  
 
Under 13s win in double-quick time [posted 30/05/16] 
There are some nights it'd be good to get games over-and-done-with ASAP.  Tonight though 
wasn't such a night with a gloriously-warm evening the backdrop for the beautiful setting for 
a match that is Bothwell Castle Policies.  Uddingston were the 13s' hosts and, after Sobo 
guessed wrong, the home side were batting.  However the Uddy youngsters struggled to get 
the ball away, and added to a tenative'ness, this saw the scoreboard tick over only very 
gently.  Wickets were also falling at fairly regular intervals from the start.  A lethal combo, 
and so it turned out as the home side mustered just 45 for 9 in their twenty overs.  Standout 
bowling performance came from Samir Malik, with a "4-for", playing his first competitive 
match of the season.  Also worthy of mention are Sobo's three catches taken at short cover.  
The run-chase, perhaps as you'd have expected, was fairlky routine.  That said Sobo raced to 
a twelve-ball, retirement-inducing, 35 to provide some fireworks - he hit three 6s - and the 
side reached their target in just 4.1 overs.  A good win on a genuinely gorgeous night to be 
playing. 
  
Under 18s progress in the Scottish Cup [posted 30/05/16] 
Two players made their Poloc debuts this evening as the Under 18s eased past Glasgow 
Accies in the first round of the Scottish Cup.  And Billal Haider and Jonny Stark both 
contributed to the win: Billal opened the batting with CJ in what would be a regulation run-
chase, and Jonny got in amongst the wickets getting rid of the dangerous Russell courtesy of 
a catch by Amman Ali.  The run-chase target was just 75 after the northside visitors had 
posted 74 for 6 batting first.  No batter really made a meaningful contribution, as extras - 
with 31 - comfortably top-scored!  The woickets were shared around with Beast and Roberto 
taking a brace each.  Then in that run-chase, CJ batted through with an unbeaten 32, as 
Billal's, Amaan Ramzan's and Uwais's, were the three wickets lost.  The winning post was 
reached inside thirteen overs with Abdullah with CJ.  Next up is a second round derby against 
Clydesdale.  
  
Under 15s limp to defeat against the Dark Side [posted 27/05/16] 
It was pretty dark and damp at Shawholm this evening, and the mood was little better come 
9pm as the 15s slumped to a 46-run defeat to Clydesdale.  Chasing 126 to win, the 15s got 
off to a decent start, reaching 61 for 1 after twelve overs.  65 to win from eight overswith the 
change bowlers still to see was a decent position from which to win the game, particularly 
with Uzzair and Amaan going well.  However over thirteen would see double disaster as both 
batters were dismissed: the cardinal sin - two new batters.  And from 64 for 3 the collapse 



started: 66 for 4, 66 for 5, 73 for 6, 74 for 7, and 78 for 8.  We've seen it before.  And so, 
from that decent winning position nearly two-thirds through the run-chase, the innings closed 
with a scorecard that didn't really reflect this at all.  Amaan and Uzzair will be rightly 
disappointed they didn't make the most of their "getting in", and Sobo (first to go) will be 
equally annoyedat him taking seventeen deliveriesto score just 2.  79 for 8 in the final 
analysis therefore, and given Clydesdale had posted 125 for 6, this meant a hefty margin of 
defeat.  
  
That first innings had seen a decent, if not spectacular, bowling performance, Nabeel's 3-0-9-
0 likely the standout performance.  That said, gifting 13 runs in widesand no balls [Ed: 
compared to only 3 in the second innings] didn't do the side any favours.  So lots to work 
on: in particular the top order batters showing they can make match-winning scores against 
good sidesand not just "nice" 20s and 30s, and the middle and lower orders finding ways to 
both keep out good balls and score runs! 
  
Under 11s lose to Clydesdale [posted 27/05/16] 
The Under 11s were a very young side this evening with Moiz, Callum and Devraj - veritable 
"old hands" - away.  And so there were hardball debuts handed to Bilal, Qasim, Momin and 
Musa.  Great experience for them.....even in Arctic conditions at Toytown.  But the lack of 
experience wasalways likely to be reflected in the scorebook come the end of the game, and 
so it proved with Clydesdale romping to 98-run win.  Batting first the 11s had scored 59 for 5, 
with Hassan top-scoring with 13.  Aside him, none of the other batters go in to double figures 
as hesitancy, in particular, in deciding whether to run took its toll.  Then in the field the pick 
of the bowlers was likely Abdullsubhan who returned figuresof 4-0-13-1, with little brother 
Musa showing encouraging potential asa left-arm swing bowler.  Musa also executed one of 
two direct-hit run outs, Andrew getting the other in addition to his stumping.  The other 'Dale 
wicket to fall saw Abdullsubhan clean up Raja. 
  
13s beat Ayr [posted 23/05/16] 
With the League Cup now behind them, the Under 13s' attention was on the league this 
evening as a new campaign started with the visit of Ayr.  Winning the toss, the Ayr skipper 
decided to bat first, and opened with partner Faulkner.  However the two weren't allowed to 
"get away", as Sobo and Jamesy bowled tight opening overs.  11 for 1 after four was a good 
start for the 'Loc youngsters, Faulkner having been returned to the clubhouse, nicking 
Jamesy to Abdul behind.  [Ed: and, Abdul caught it!]  Ashman and Simpson then started 
what would be the crucial partnership in the firast innings, Ashman the aggressor with a 
tendency to aim for "cow", Simpson digging in, counting well, and surving an early 
LBW shout and being dropped by Hassaan, to reach 30.  Ashman perished for 20, bowled by 
Hassaan.  After these two departed, there was more urgency to the running between the 
wickets, with the Ayr middle order scurrying for everything, and adding 22 in the last five 
overs.  99 for 5 were the final scoreboard totals as the first innings closed, and the 'Loc 
would need 100 to win.  
  
In reply the 'Loc, like their opponents, lost an early wicket, Zakir deciding that it'd be a good 
idea to have an enormous heave across the line at ball #1 he faced!  Bowled.  Sobo (33*) 
and Abdul (30*) however batted much more sensibly, and laid the foundation for what would 
ultimately be a successful run-chase, Sobo's 33 not out came from just 34 balls, Abdul's 30 
not out from 43.  After their departures, Abdullah (10) was the mainstay of the rest of the 
innings, albeit he was dismissed with 2 still needed.  And those 2 were scored when Nabeel 
pulled his first delivery for 4.  So a decent run-chase, after a perfectly competent bowling 
display.  In the field there was some good stuff, though a couple of hard'ish chances were 
put down.  But all-in-all a decent start to a new league season, and pleasing to "bounce 
back" after losing to Clydesdale in the League Cup semi-final last Monday. 
  
Under 13s miss out on a cup final place [posted 16/05/16] 
The Under 13s went to Toytown in good heart for this evening's League Cup semi-final, 
having overcome the same opposition in the ECB Cup just a week or so ago.  And after the 



toss they were batting first, as they'd done in the ECB Cup.  However this was the last 
similarity with that match as the top order - bar Zakir - inexplicably decided to commit mass 
hara-kiri.  Sobo opened with Abdul and things started inoccuously enough when the former 
clipped the first ball of the match through mid-wicket for 4.  Everything looked set for 
another boundary-fest at Toytown.  However the only "fest" that was about to unfold was a 
wicket-fest!  5 for 1, Abdul cleaned up by Khan, triggered the mayhem.  Less than four overs 
later it was 19 for,.....wait for it.....7!  Three LBWs, Sobo bowled, Hassaan out caught and 
bowled, and Samee run out!  Bang, bang, bang, bang, bang, bang and bang again.  19 for 7, 
thank you and good night Irene!  [Ed: kids, ask your grandad!]  Where to go from there?  
Answer: the only way was up.  And luckily for the 13s, and standing watching the chaos from 
the other end, Zakir was offering lone resistance.  He and Danny hung around for a while 
together and added 29 before he had to retire having reached 30.  Danny was then eighth 
out, stumped by opposite number Sturgess, and Ubaid departed for 0 to see the side, 
effectively "all out" for just a paltry 79.  Hard to find the positives aside Zakir's unbeaten 30, 
which - remembering the game's at Toytown - included two maximums.  80 to win. 
  
The 'Loc's only - and slim - chance was to skittle their hosts.  However though their bowlers 
bowled well, it wasn't ever going to be a big enough total without a mirror-image collaspe.  
And this didn't happen, as opener Zulfiqar (33*) settled any home nerves with a chanceless 
innings.  Koteeswaran complemented his partner with a cameo 14, and, really, their 
contributions alone were enough to determine the winners.  And it wasn't the 'Loc.  Defeat by 
eight wickets in the final analysis.  And absolutely fair on the night when, like had been the 
case since Thursday night's Under 15 batting failure, the contagion that is falling wickets 
spread to another group of 'Loc players! However the 13s don't have time to sulk as they're 
back in ECB Cup action again on Thursday, this time away - yet again - to Ayr.  
  
Another day, another defeat [posted 13/05/16] 
24 hours after being dumped out of the ECB Cup by Prestwick, the Under 15s kind of 
repeated things in their league opener with Glasgow Accies.  Again they didn't bat their overs 
after being given first use of the wicket, then they fielded poorly to allow their opponents 
over the line.  Tonight saw 91 all out posted, with only three batters - Sobo (33), Uzzair (21) 
and Abdul (10) - reaching double figures, and only 15.5 overs being used.  Criminal really.  
Then in their defence of this relatively low score, Accies were assisted in no small measure by 
the 15s gifting them 29 [Ed: yes, twenty-nine runs] in extras.  It took Accies until the second-
last over to get across the finishing line, but it was no less than they deserved given the 
performance put in by the 'Loc youngsters in the second half of this game.  
  
Byes alone totalled 14, making Abdul's contribution Accies' second-highest of the innings.  
Only Robinson (28*) looked actually scoring the runs of his bat, but this wasn't to deter the 
'Loc 15s from making up for any short-coming in this department.  There were also catches 
dropped, the simplest of run outs not executed, with over-throws to boot!  Carnage.  All that 
said there were some pluses: Jamesy's bowling figures of 3.4-1-12-2 was exemplary, and his 
caught and bowled to get rid of Chadha was genuinely top-drawer.  Similarly, Sobo's return 
of 4-1-7-1 was more than adequate, but it just wasn't to be backed up in the field.  It's the 
basics that tend to win you, or lose you, the close games.  And though this game really 
shouldn't have been close, it was, and the 'Loc youngsters were found wanting in the basics 
department.  For the visitors, Robinson's knock was a gritty one, and Duncanson-Ward - in 
addition to winning the award for the night's longest scorecard entry - bowled some pretty 
useful off-spin, with a good high action.  
  
So the 15s are 0 and 2, and their season's still really to get started.  Next up is practice on 
Wednesday, with the East Renfrewshire|Renfrew combined team stated as their next 
opponents, again in the league, next Friday evening. 
  
15s exit the cup [posted 12/05/16] 
The Under 15s went out in round one of the ECB Cup this evening, losing to Prestwick by 
nine wickets in what turned out to be a bit of a stroll in the evening sunshine for the 



seasiders.  After 87 was all the 15s could muster batting first, Prestwick's openers - Cole and 
Rao - put on exactly that number of runs to all but secure their side passage in to the next 
round.  however a smart run out/suicidal call from Cole [Ed: delete as appropriate] saw Rao 
depart with the scores tied.  This left the small matter of a bye to see Prestwick home, Cole 
unbeaten on 57.  For the 'Loc with the ball, Uzzair had caused some problems early on as the 
Prestwick openers looked to get going, and - in fact - all the bowlers used bowled tidy lines 
and lengths.  Cole and Rao however batted well, and never - truthfully - looked in much 
bother after the first couple of overs, and once they got "in".  
  
The target of 87 had been set after the 15s were bowled out inside nineteen overs.  Uzzair 
and Sobo had put on 22 for the first wicket with Uzzair, in particular, looking in good nick.  
However Sobo missed a Turner slower ball and was trapped leg-before, and the first wicket 
fell.  21 was then added by Uzzair and new partner Abdul, before Uzzair, this time, miss-
timed a full toss pull and was caught at mid-off by Whip off Rao.  43 for 2.  From this point 
on - and it was only the eighth over - wickets kept falling at regular intervals.  Only Zakir (20) 
got in to double figures, and three batters got their names on this season's "Webbed Feet" 
listing.  87 all out in 18.5 overs.  And it wouldn't be nearly enough thanks to Cole and Rao.  
  
Under 13s see off Stennie in the League Cup [posted 09/05/16] 
The Tryst was the venue for tonight's Under 13 League Cup match between the 'Loc and 
Stenhousemuir.  On a glorious night where a healthy home support made the visiting 'Loc 
brigade feel very welcome [Ed: top innings break coffee and cake too!], 'Loc skipper Sobo 
won the toss and decided to bat first.  In a change to the batting order Abdullah and Sobo 
opened up and both would make scores.  Sobo cruised effortlessly to 33 (25) before retiring, 
whilst Abdullah dug in a made 15 (46).  Around these two there were bita-and-pieces 
contributions from the rest of the batting line up, with Daayum hitting a few final over runs to 
see the eventual score of 93 for 4 posted.  23 wides helped of course.  
  
The home side's reply started well, with 10 coming from the first two overs.  However these 
opening twelve deliveries also brought the 'Loc their first wicket: Laing smacking a lofted off-
drive straight to Abdul at mid-off, where the 'Loc fielder held on.  Nabeel the bowler.  8 for 1 
then became 12 for 2 as Thakur was bowled by Sobo.  Grant and wicket-keeper Reed then 
steered their side's total past 20, before - with the score on 24 - Grant inexplicably took on 
Sobo's arm from the long-off boundary and was run out by Nabeel at the bowler's end trying 
to complete a third (!) run.  Bonkers really.  24 for 3.  And Grant's departure would be the 
catalyst for a revolving door effect for Stennie batters, 26 for 4, then 5 quickly becoming 37 
all out inside ten overs.  Jamesy, Hassaan and Ubaid-Raza all had a brace of wickets, and the 
win was secured - 56 runs the margin.  Next up in the semi-final are Clydesdale. 
  
The Under 13s progress in the ECB Cup [posted 05/05/16] 
After yesterday's first attempt to get the match played failed - washed away by the evening 
rain - tonight saw the Under 13s successfully complete their first round tie in this season's 
ECB Cup.  Their opponents were near-neighbours Clydesdale, and after a tight affair it was 
the 'Loc that won through.  Batting first after being put in by the 'Dale skipper Sturgess, Sobo 
and Abdul gave their side a decent start, putting on 49 for the first wicket.  And it was 
Abdul's wicket - caught on the mid-wicket boundary for 16, bunting a Koteeswaran full toss 
straight down Williams' throat, the fielder holding on to a good skyer.  This brought Zakir to 
the middle and he'd notch up 10 before becoming the second 'Loc batter to be dismissed - 
caught by Tariq off Zulfiqar's bowling - having added 14 with Sobo.  Sobo was batting away 
steadily however and would go on to retire having reached 30.  It was an important knock, if 
a little laboured, taking the 'Loc skipper all of 55 balls.  After Sobo departed there was some 
good scurrying from the middle order, Daayum flicking an important boundary late on.  When 
their twenty-over allocation was done the side had posted 94 for 5, Sobo the stand-out batter 
with his 30 not out.  
  
In their reply, the visitors from Toytown had a tricky start: 6 for 2 with both Sturgess (0) and 
Khan (0) departing for ducks.  However Zulfiqar and Sarwar steadied things, adding 23 for 



the third wicket - the former departing in the eighth over, caught by Nabeel who was making 
up for having dropped an earlier chance to get rid of Sarwar.  The said Sarwar was, however, 
going pretty well, and his fourth wicket partnership with Tariq - totalling 46 runs - looked for 
a long time as if it was going to see their side home.  But then when Sarwar retired having 
reached 30, and then Tariq was bowled by Hassaan, the brakes were all of a sudden applied.  
75 for 4 in the seventeenth over, suddenly became 87 for 9 twenty balls later with three run 
outs reflecting the Keystone Cops action on show in the latter stages of the second innings.  
When the dust settled Clydesdale were 7 runs short, and it was the 'Loc who had the win.  
For them, with the ball, Sobo returned 4-1-7-2, with Nabeel taking 2 for 11 too.  These two 
were the stand-outs, Nabeel taking a catch and Sobo grabbing a couple of run outs.  Mention 
too of Jamesy's spell: 4-0-11-0 doesn't accurately reflect the chances that were created 
and/or put down off his bowling.  In the field there was also good outfielding from the 
boundary runners: Ubaid-Raza and Abdullah taking plaudits in this area.  Next up is the 
winner of the Ayr versus Ferguslie first round match in the quarter-final. 
  
Derby abandoned [posted 04/05/16] 
Tonight's Under 13 ECB Cup derby clash with Clydesdale lasted just 3.3 overs as persistent 
rain won the day.  Batting first the 'Loc openers - Sobo and Abdul - had looked reasonably 
comfortable and had taken the score on to 20 without loss, but the good start would count 
for nowt and so they'll have to do it all again.....tomorrow!  


